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Discussion Flow
 Strategic Management – Perspective and Approach
 Challenges and Imperatives in emerging environment

 Propositions for Cost & Financial Management
 Case Study on Working Capital Management

Today’s SMEs are tomorrow’s MNCs and TNCs – Let us move on

Strategic Management - Perspective and Approach
 SM is a disciplined process with strict timelines for
 Developing and executing series of competitive moves
 Aligning resources committed to the unified goal
 Shedding-off outmoded ideas and management tools
 Competitive moves are derived from
 Demands and imperatives of external environment and
 Internal strength and capabilities of present and future
 An effective SM process with focused objectives include
 Introspection of internal realities with critical questions
 Formulation of plans and sensitisation of all concerned
 Evaluation and monitoring procedure
 Enterprise risks management (ERM)
 Assessment of ‘Value in Risk’,
 Probability of occurrence
 Mitigation actions and efficacy assessment
‘Strategic Cost Management’ is a process of dealing with emerging realities
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A few Learning Points
Peter F Drucker,
“In the post capitalist society it is safe to assume that anyone

with any knowledge will have to acquire new knowledge every
four or five years or else become obsolete”

Stephen Haeckel
“If you cannot know what your customer will want or competitor

will offer next year – or even who your customers or competitors
will be – you cannot develop an effective plan for achieving …”

Taiichi Ohno
“True efficiency improvement comes when we produce zero

waste and bring the percentage of work to 100 percent”

Edgar Schein
“Changing something implies not just learning something new

but unlearning something already there … overcoming
resistance to change”

Keep away from people who try to belittle your ambitions - Mark Twain

Strategic Business Management - Simplified

The story of the Wolf and Two CEOs in the Woods
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 Intent for competing through
 Leadership for cost of both inputs and financial resources
 Product / Service Quality Differentiation
 Committed Propositions for ‘After Sales Services’
 Learning points from Big Brothers
 Karsandasbhai identified latent demand of robust detergent
powder for lower rung = Rest is success story for Nirma

 ‘A voice call for three minutes at cost of a postcard’ =
Brought in revolution in Indian Telecom
 3M made Cello Tape indispensible for packaging just by
adding a desk-top cutter = Sales accelerated in multiples

 Maruti Suzuki started with family car = Integrated after sales
service followed by high value cars
 Mont Blanc = Product differentiation and sustainability
 ‘Bata by Choice’ strategy failed = Now products for all
Enhance ‘Offered Value’ in your product by doing what the customer does
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Strategy influences cost management perspectives
with One Multiple-functional Tool

Scale

: Volume of operations

Geography

: Expanse of operations creates location value

Dependency : Degree of in-house dependence for inputs *
Key Driver

: Key activity that drives major part of costs

Experience

: Value at each step of end to end operation

Technology

: Reduce human intervention for quality and speed

Complexity

: Multiplicity in processes design destructs value

* Keep in view the strict regulations on Transfer pricing

Thinking time reduces working time - Let us think for a while

Is ‘Cost Management’ a way of life or an event driven initiative?
Review and repeat

Reacted with
a knee jerk
mode

Incentivise
implementation
/ Innovation

Assessed
Organisational
realities and
capabilities

Identified
Strategic
Drivers of Cost

Questions
to answer Have we ..?

Checked
Scalability of
Plans

Analysed to
have - Nice,
Essential,
Must

Planned OCM
Process bit by
bit

Value creation = Utility / Cost, or Result / Cost = >1
 Max. Value = Max. Utility / Min. Cost

Generation of value
through minimisation
of value destruction

3600 Approach for SCM - Management Planning & Control

SP for three markets
 Capital
 Product
 Factor – Inputs and
Labour

SIPOC
 Suppliers
 Inputs
 Process
 Outputs
 Customers

Process and Management controls
http://www.alamo.edu/district/planning/strategic-plan/

Industry & Product / Service - Value Chain Analysis for SCM
Resort to - Porter’s ‘Five Forces Analysis’ for deriving Competitive Advantage

Consider for SWOT >
Strategy > Tactics Analysis

New Entrants

Entry Barrier*

Suppliers

Consider for Planning
and Implementation

Customers

Bargaining
Power *

Industry
Competitors

SCM Questions
Can we enhance revenue?
Can we optimise costs?

Substitutes

Efficiency
Threats *

Competitors’
Rivalry *

SCM Questions
Can we sustain growth?
Can we increase COR ?
(Capital Output Ratio)

* Please identify whether the organaisation’s SCM plan is built on PESTEL Product, Environment, Suppliers, Technology, Environment and Logistics

Portfolio Matrix for SCM & Resource Allocation Strategy
 Boston Consulting Group views Growth as a measure of attractiveness
I  General Electric’s Planning Model - Product & Service Portfolio and
N
Recommended Strategy
D
U
S
T
R
Y
A
T
T
R
C
T
I
V
E
N
E
S

High

Winners
Invest and
Build strongly

Winners
Invest and
Build
selectively

Question Marks
Dominate,
Delay or divest

Average

Winners
Invest and build
selectively

Average Business
Earn, Protect and
Hold

Losers
Harvest or
Divest

Profit Producer
Invest and Build
strongly

Losers
Harvest or
divest

Losers
Harvest or
divest

Strong

Average

Low

Weak

BUSINES STRENGTH

Systems and processes for SCM are to be framed and implemented keeping
in view ‘Portfolio Matrix’ and ‘Adopted Strategy’ and
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Strategy Formulation, Management & Task Control

Challenges and Imperatives
Emerged and Emerging Environment

Challenges and Imperatives
Emerged and Emerging Environment

Introspect and Reposition the Business and Products
Competitors

The Organisation

Known

Not Known

Known
Public
Knowledge

Blindness

Not
Known
Unique
Strength*

Unexplored**

* Unique strength will lie in knowing what the competitors do not know
** Strive to move to the unexplored area to achieve a state of readyness for
proactively delivering what the society will ask for tomorrow
“The only limit to our realisation of tomorrow will be our doubts of today”
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Challenges
 Offer the perceived right value for money to customers
Cost = Value as agreed by customer - Cost of Capital - Tax
 Reach to market restricting volume of operations
 Inability to source working capital due to
 Uncertain business cycle and growth
 In sufficient operating surplus for debt servicing
 Longer value chain between inputs to value realisation
 Non availability of management bandwidth leading to
 Lack of business plan >> Keep managing as future unfolds
 Unstructured management >> Frequent emergencies
 Slackness in risk management >> Frequent crisis
 Dependence on a few trusted souls >> Sub-optimal results
 Less time for thinking and honing application proficiency
 Loose ends in governance and compliance of regulations

Fight more than once and win the battle, if not in first fight

Strategic Cost Management Calls for BPR
Let us Revisit
http://rfid.net/applications/retail

Definition of Business Process Reengineering
The fundamental rethinking

and radical redesign of
core business processes to
achieve dramatic improvements in critical performance

measures such as quality, cost, and cycle time.
Source: Adapted from Hammer and Champy, Reengineering the Corporation, 1993

Extremists' View
Destroy what you have now and start from scratch

BPR Cycle through the Eyes of a Controller

Effective BPR with SCM Approach
 Transform every aspect of your organization keeping the plans
and strategies in view
 Take 3600 Approach and look at every nook and corner of the
orgnaisation and every process being followed
 Let us watch how the big brothers mean by BPR – Let us watch
a film: http://rfid.net/applications/retail

Taco Bell*
 “We were going backwards - fast ... If something was simple, we

made it complex. If it was hard, we figured out a way to make it
impossible.” - Taco Bell CEO, John E. Martin

 Customer buy for $1 are worth about 25 cents. 75 cents goes
into marketing, advertising, and overhead.
 Reengineering from the customer’s point of view. “Are

customers willing to pay for these ‘value-added’ activities?”
*Source: Adapted from Hammer and Champy, 1993

BPR Principles
 Organize around outcomes, not tasks
 Involve those who use the output of the process and perform the
process

 Subsume information-processing work into the real work that
produces the information
 Use Integrated IT Enabled Systems - Integrate geographically
dispersed resources, as if they were centralized

 Link parallel activities instead of integrating their results
 Put decision points where the work is performed and build
controls into the process.
 Capture information once and at the source with RDBMS in mind
Source: Michael Hammer, “Reengineering Work: Don’t Automate, Obliterate,”
Harvard Business Review, July-August, 1990, pp. 104-112.

Contemporary Mgt. Techniques
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benchmarking
Total Quality Management (TQM)
Continuous Improvement
Activity-Based Costing (ABC) and Mgt. (ABM)
Reengineering – Let us see a movie and repeat it
Theory of Constraints (TOC)
Mass Customization
Target Costing
Life-cycle Costing
The Balanced Scorecard

Value Chain Model
from Michael E. Porter’s Competitive Advantage
The whole thrust of the value chain is customer value. That means value measured in
terms of either cost or competency. Porter calls these elements of value, value processes.
From a financial planning perspective, the firm needs to make investment in its value
processes a spending priority.

Firm Infrastructure (General Management)
Support

Human Resource Management

Activities

Technology Development
Procurement

Operating

Activities

Inbound Operati Outbound Sales &
Logistics ons
Logistics Marketing

Service and
Support

Corner Stones for Strategic Management
 4Rs - Right Task at Right Time with Right Process and for Right Value
 Dramatic improvements in systems and procedures for (Seven Seas)
 Quality - Competitive differentiation of products and services
 Cost
- Leadership in product’s lifecycle management
 Volume - Competitive advantage besides being the first mover
 Relation - Delight of both internal and external customers
 Speed
- Respond to changes in market, and environment
- Turnover of resources, Supply-chain
 Flexibility - Peaks and troughs and multidirectional expansion
 Sustainability - Develop enduring substance to sustain all above
 Discrete modelling of performance linked incentives
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Emerged and Emerging Imperatives - Move on


Be aware of risks at every decision point



Be aware of organisational realities - Quick fix solutions
yield only short term results



Prophesise for long run and bring in collective wisdom

 Treat

every data and information as strategic asset

 Throw

away ‘Executive Summaries’, critically examine

details
 Be

dispassionate for what is to be dropped, including,
manpower yet ring fence talents

 Do

not ignore small operations and wastages

 And

the list goes on for specific realms of organisations

Understand steps in ‘Value Chain’, know strategic cost drivers

Target - Where to go from where ??

Zone - A
Tomorrow
Yesterday

Today

Business performance
management is all
about making sense of
• What is happening
now and
• What should happen
in forward path

Zone - B

% age Change in Turnover
Conduct trend analysis > Map present position > Fix strategic intent > Initiate Action

The Ultimate Criteria

Factor for differentiating a product - Service to the society

Society
Enterprise
Benefits
Harms

Parasite
–
Terrorists
–
Martyr
–
Successful Strategy –

Benefits

Harms

Win - Win

Parasite

Martyr

Terrorist

Not be able to suck for long
Killed in no time
Bleed to death
Create a win-win situation
28

Reach the Apex

Propositions for Strategic
Cost & Financial Management

Bite the root

Is ‘Cost Management’ a way of life or an event driven initiative?
Review and repeat

Reacted with
a knee jerk
mode

Incentivise
implementation
/ Innovation

Assessed
Organisational
realities and
capabilities

Identified
Strategic
Drivers of Cost

Questions
to answer Have we ..?

Checked
Scalability of
Plans

Analysed to
have - Nice,
Essential,
Must

Planned OCM
Process bit by
bit

Value creation = Utility / Cost, or Result / Cost = >1
 Max. Value = Max. Utility / Min. Cost

Generation of value
through minimisation
of value destruction

The Great Enrichment
If I have one Dollar and if you have one Dollar
and we exchange
We have one Dollar each

but
If I have one Idea and if you have one Idea
and we exchange
We have two Ideas each
Millions saw the apple falling, Newton asked why
This is the foundation of Sustainable Business Performance Management
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Propositions for C&F Management and Control
1. Remove low value activities – Bring in strategic priorities
 Link strategic measures to goals of team and Individuals
 Purge or reduce unessential , low-value activities
 Remove obstacles to goal congruence and sub-optimality

2. Focus on results over activities – How to judge results?
 Strategically relevant business to take precedence over business
 Use focussed metrics and score cards for measurement and
monitoring

3. Remove cycle-time sluggishness – How to shorten cycle?
 Accept that competitors react more quickly
 Communicate critical measures of performance
 Cut through employee rivalries and excuse making

Cost Management is a way of life – Let it begin now
32

Propositions for C&F Management and Control ... 2
4. Remove ineffective customer management models
 Identify drivers for customer attraction and retention
 Develop measuring models that reveals results from actions
 Remove drivers that generates lower value
 Watch and monitor customers’ wallet share
5. Remove functional silos and bring in goal congruence
 Working silos prevent unbiased assessment of economic values
 Remove crisis of power by delegating power for responsibility
 Integrate cross functional performance measurement
 Balance performance metrics for responsibility accounting
6. Minimise churn of high yielding customers and employees
 Assess performance with pre-defined KPIs
 Link customer care measures with performance
 Give power of measurement employees for self assessment
 Incentivise high performers
Recommended reading: Creating the Measurement Managed Organisation
William A. Schiemann
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Case Study on Strategic Working Capital Management
Loan of Bank turned NPA

E-1

E-0

E-2
Supply of Materials

Fin. Goods
Manufacturer (1)

Raw Matl.
Manufacturer

20% of Bill Paid E - 6

P.
O.
for
Fin.
Goods

@ 15% Disc.

E-3
Fin.
Goods

Common Bank - 70%
Escrow A/c
E-5
10%

Material
Supplier & F. G
Manufacturer (2)

retained by Bank

Payment of Invoice of Mfr (1)

Purchaser
Fin. Product

E-4
Confirmation for Payment to Escrow A/c
E-5

E = Event of Transaction
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Further Thoughts

“The essence of management lies in
dropping the last letter and make it ‘Manage Men’!
It is still better to drop the last two letters and make it ‘Manage Me’!”
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Thank You

